WELCOME SUMMER STUDENTS!

PRES. WILLIAMS ISSUES FORMAL WELCOME

Many Alumni Return

Expressions that I have taken in other years have shown that a preponderance of our summer enrollment is due to the return of former students. This condition promises to be more prominent this year owing to the addition of graduate work to the offerings of the University. Summer sessions generally have decreased or remained stationary in enrollment for the last few years. Salaries have been reduced and certification requirements have not been advanced, and professional morale has suffered. This year conditions are better. The times are more prosperous, the demand for teachers is improving and the new certification regulations in this state are an incitement to the desire for professional advancement.

The University is flattered, justly I hope, by the loyalty of its alumni and students. It is striving to expand and thus be in position to continue to serve those who have finished their undergraduate work as well as those who are beginning their work here. The week opening this week will be the occasion for renewing friendships formed in other years and it will result in the formation of many new acquaintances. It is my earnest hope that this summer may be happy and profitable for all the group—faculty and students alike.
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Bowling Green is going to ex-
Dr. D. March
Pres. Of Alumni

At one of the largest gatherings of the alumni association of Bowling Green State University Saturday night, Dr. Dallas E. March, of this city, was elected president and therefore became the first member of his profession to ever hear the graduates of the local institution.

Of these officers elected were Ervin Kreischer, vice president; Donna Rae Cameron, secretary; Mrs. E. E. Richards, treasurer. The executive committee will be as follows: Mrs. E. E. Waugh, Paul Roller, John Moore, Clement Premo, and Mrs. Mildred Rothe.

Wilbur Rider, acting as toastmaster, completed the year as president of the body in fine style. The banquet was held in Shattet Hall with more than 100 present, 56 of them being members of the graduating class.

A few official reports were followed by brief remarks by Prof. E. C. Powell and an enjoyable initiation process for the graduates. A number of selections by the University woodwind quartet were greatly enjoyed.

The program was concluded by a period of community singing by the group led by Will Jansen, accompanied by Arti Giff.

GIBSON'S HOME RESTAURANT
25c LUNCH SERVED

Real Home Made Chili 10c

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES
PIANO ACCORDIONS
MUSIC AND STUDIOS
A CONGENIAL AND PRACTICAL SERVICE
SPRATT MUSIC SALES & SERVICE
134 E. Main St. (Above J. C. Penney Co.)

If you need university Note Books or other supplies
Buy them at the PARROT
528 E. Wooster St.
WE GUARANTEE TO SAVE YOU MONEY
If it's something to eat we are the leading restaurant near the campus.
BACCALAUREATE
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
and express those thoughts as we wish on the platform or in printed page.
One has no right to discard emotions. We need the greatest love and the highest intensities. "Beauty is a smile on the face of truth."
Many truths have controlled the life of the past but let us not be blind to the changes constant in life. Let us have open minds toward the future.
There should be a balance between tolerance and conviction. Besides being able to see the other fellow's side of the problem, we should have very firm convictions on our own side of the matter. Much tolerance in religion is due to lack of conviction. That is one of the problems of the clergy.
There should be individual freedom as well as a close social order. More collectivism is coming, to be sure, but we must not forget the individual in the progress of society.
I believe in the possibility of a democratic life to emerge from the problems of the world.
At the conclusion of the serv- ice the graduates and their parents and relatives met mem- bers of the University faculty from the problems of the world.
A democratic life to emerge from the problems of the world.
At the conclusion of the serv- ice the graduates and their parents and relatives met mem- bers of the University faculty at the administration building at an in- formal reception.
—B. G. S. U.
Buy your gas at the station nearest the university.
Linco Gas
Station
E. Wooster and Massie
BAKED GOODS AND
MILK
The drug store on the square
"Expert Workmanship"
NEW DEAL SHOE
REPAIR
199 South Main St.
Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop
PHONE 466
111 West Wooster
Always glad to see you
EXPERT OPERATORS
Welcome, Summer Students
Buy your candy, gum, cigarettes, ice cream, pop, baked goods, can goods and milk at
SHELL GAS STATION
On East Wooster Street
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You today are going to have to study the various cultural influences and decide what you are going to do. This is a world of conflict. Look out for biological totalitarianism. War was bad enough when it was between two peoples of the same race, but let war come along blood lines or deep cultural lines and we will have war to the death.

Russia, Germany, Italy in their philosophies are hudding for the youth of the world. Even in France's latest election it is a form of social coercion which is victorious. In the middlewestern 60 per cent of the farm mortgages are controlled by the government. This is exactly the way Russia gained control of the people. That is the danger of a central control of individual properties. I would never urge any boy to go to war to join sanctions to aid any country to control any territories. The whole philosophy of imperialism is wrong. Imperialism can only be maintained by imposing the conquered nations ever more. The wealth of those nations is taken to their conquerors lands. Japan is rising up to lead the Orient where the aborigines are slowly beginning to see it. They see the Japanese leadership as beneficial and wonder what is worse, Japanese imperialism or British or white imperialism. The brown race may rise up to lead the Orient. In the west we are slowly coming to see it. They see the Japanese leadership as beneficial and wonder what is worse, Japanese imperialism or British or white imperialism.

When you want good dry cleaning send it to a dry cleaning plant. We operate our own plant.

WASHINGTON DAILY POST

YESTERDAY

Call 26 for your picnic

RALLAND'S BAKERY
158 W. Wooster

Flowers for every occasion

W. W. MILNOR
North Main at Poe Road

BUNS AND ROLLS FOR PICNICS
SANITARY BAKERY
Corner Centre & Main

All types of beauty work
Shampoo and Finger-nails. 35c

CREATIVE BEAUTY SHOP
123 E. Court St.

WHEN YOU WANT GOOD DRY CLEANING
SEND IT TO A DRY CLEANING PLANT
WE OPERATE OUR OWN PLANT.

SAMANTHA DRY CLEANERS

Your walking off for

Men's Wear

Women's and Men's Shoes
125-130 N. Main

See Our Windows on your first visit down town